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Greetings from the nation of Guinea, West Africa. I wish to focus in this update
on some of our education/training type projects. Many of you already know of our
direct medical services provided to the people of the host country – with no regard
to nationality, gender, religion, age – as we bring hope and healing.
So many times when I have traveled ahead of the ship and our team has met with the Minister of Health and the
President, one of their main requests is for training for their people. Mercy Ships has provided education in many
different aspects for years both here in Africa and earlier including my time on the Caribbean Mercy. Our education
(mentoring and courses) projects include: Mentoring: specialized surgeons, ward and operating room nurses,
anesthesia providers, mental health professionals, laboratory technicians, and sterilize processing technicians
Courses: Ponseti casting, palliative care, agriculture and nutrition, leadership conferences, radiology, disease control,
mental health, primary trauma care, etc. Our ability to be able to provide the mentoring and courses rest in large part
on the availability of highly skills professionals coming from over 30 different nations. There is also much work done
in order to coordinate these opportunities, some of which take place
on the Africa Mercy and others happen ashore and in local hospitals.
The amount of time invested in the participants depends on each
project and needs. The outcomes vary but involve the increase in
knowledge, improvement in skills and in Jesus-like attitude.
Dr. Michelle White at the Anaesthesia
Conference with nurse anesthetists
from hospitals in Conakry
Most recently, I assisted with our Anaesthesia Conference held here
in Conakry with 49 anesthesia providers and 11 midwives. The focus of the conference was on maternal health,
trauma, World Health Organization Safer Surgery checklists and Lifebox (pulse oximeters). My role was coordination
and logistics; it was a lot of work and began back in October. We
believe that the participants learned through the lectures, workshops
and interaction with the 12 facilitators who came from Europe and
some of our own hospital professionals. The hope is that lives will be
saved during their times in surgery from what they have learned.
Please pray * for all those involved in our education projects here in
Guinea – may they take what they have learned and share with others
and may the training aid in their care for the people
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At the Anaesthesia Conference, drama
was performed in following the Safer
Surgery Checklist.
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Mercy Ships Mission Statement: Mercy Ships follows the
2000-year-old model of Jesus, bringing hope and healing to the
world's forgotten poor.
Sunrise on Easter
Mercy Ships Vision Statement: Mercy
Sunday here in
Ships uses hospital ships to transform
Conakry
individuals and serve nations, one at a
time.

